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FOREWORD
Since COVID-19 first began to spread around the world the government of Turkmenistan has taken an unambiguous stance: the
virus has not reached the country. At the start of the hot summer of 2020 when the infection wards of the local hospitals were
overcrowded with pneumonia patients and people started dying, the authorities opened several additional hospitals. But even
then, instead of acknowledging the presence of the virus in the country, the authorities spoke about microparticles of hazardous
dust in the atmosphere.
Turkmen.news has written this report in order to describe the epidemiological situation in Turkmenistan between January 2020
and May 2021. We have drawn up a chronology of COVID-related events in the country on the basis of official publications, reports
by foreign diplomats working in Turkmenistan, and information from our sources living in various parts of the country, some
of whom are health workers.
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FOREWORD

During this period we were able to confirm conclusively the deaths of 55 citizens of
Turkmenistan from an illness that has all the hallmarks of COVID-19 (see Appendix 1).
They include 17 people (31%) who are connected in some way with medicine. In many
cases the information was passed on directly by bereaved relatives, who are angered at
the government’s denial of the presence of the virus. The real death toll is without doubt
greater.
For more than a year we closely followed developments: from the first attempts to deny
the penetration of the infection to the partial lifting of quarantine measures and the start
of vaccinations.
Throughout this time the authorities of Turkmenistan grappled with leaks in all kinds
of ways. Monitoring the situation cost Nurgeldi Halykov his freedom – the 26-year-old
resident of Ashgabat shared with turkmen.news a photo of the World Health Organization
team on a mission to Turkmenistan. Halykov was sentenced to four years in prison on
fabricated charges.
For two months from the time a WHO delegation was invited to Turkmenistan (May 5,
2020) until its actual arrival (July 6) the authorities instructed local doctors in what could
be said and what could not, spruced up the hospitals, and swapped COVID patients for
others with “minor” illnesses.
Relying on official information from the Turkmen authorities that there are no cases and,
moreover, no fatalities, international organizations, including world financial institutions
and foreign governments, risk taking incorrect political and economic decisions.

One of the key responsibilities of any state is to protect
the health of its population.
Lacking the necessary information from doctors, people looked up treatment for their
symptoms on the Internet, often relying on the opinions of others rather than scientifically
grounded advice. Perhaps this report will help the bereaved to demand compensation
from the Turkmen authorities for the loss of their loved ones and the damage to their own
health.
Information from this report may be reproduced with due reference to the source.

Nurgeldi Halykov

By depriving
citizens of accurate
information,
the authorities
of Turkmenistan
practically put
medicine on a par
with veterinary
care.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
IS THERE CORONAVIRUS IN TURKMENISTAN?

There are all the signs of coronavirus, but the government does
not acknowledge it.

WHY DON’T THEY ACKNOWLEDGE
THAT THE INFECTION IS PRESENT?

It’s not the done thing in Turkmenistan to talk about serious
problems, natural disasters or other misfortunes. The
government thinks that any negative information damages
the image of the country, which since independence has
experienced a Decade of Well Being, a Golden Age, and an
Epoch of Might and Happiness. So from the start the authorities
covered up data about COVID-19 cases. When it emerged that
coronavirus infections had been recorded in practically every
country in the world, it was too late to turn back. It would be
strange to deny the penetration of the infection now, while to
acknowledge its presence would only confirm that Turkmenistan
had spread false information for a year.

ARE THE AUTHORITIES DOING ANYTHING
TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF INFECTION?

Yes, strict quarantine measures have been in place in the
country since 2020, including the compulsory wearing of masks
and closure of leisure facilities. But they forget about the danger
of infection when they need to show celebratory events on TV.
Ordinary citizens are able to pay bribes to get round the bans
if they wish.

HOW ARE PATIENTS TREATED?

The information is contradictory. There are reports of poor
quality and even dangerous treatment, and also of the right
protocols being followed. It looks as though it all depends
on luck, location, social status, and the ability to pay for
treatment.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW DO THE OFFICIAL MEDIA REPORT
THE PANDEMIC?

At the start of the pandemic the media hardly used the word
COVID-19, and later replaced the name of an illness, pneumonia
for example, with the words “infectious disease.” Myths are
also used, such as the “harmful dust from the Aral Sea.” The
media disseminate material based on science such as about
precautionary measures, as well as dubious recommendations
based on traditional folk medicine. After the WHO visit, TV
broadcasts covered the need to wear masks and observe social
distancing, while newspapers printed relevant information
posters.

ARE VACCINATIONS BEING GIVEN
IN THE COUNTRY?

Yes, in January 2021 two Russian vaccines were approved in
Turkmenistan and one Chinese vaccine was supplied, though
its approval was not officially reported in the media. Then
independent sources reported the start of vaccinations of various
categories of the population. No official reports are given about
the vaccination process or the number of people jabbed.

HAS THE TURKMEN ECONOMY SUFFERED?

Yes, the coronavirus pandemic has deepened the economic
crisis of the past few years. The role of the pandemic should not
be exaggerated though, as the situation was already woeful.
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IN DETAIL
IS THERE CORONAVIRUS IN TURKMENISTAN?
From the very start of the pandemic, independent media received
reports that infections had been found in Turkmenistan. Initially it
was a matter of individual cases of infection, but it was difficult to
confirm or deny the information. Turkmenistan is a closed country.
Independent media have their editorial offices abroad while local
correspondents work anonymously, risking persecution.
By July reports had piled up about the deaths of specific
individuals, including, for example, Kemal Uckun, an adviser on
religious affairs at the Turkish Embassy, who died on July 8. His
body was sent home for burial, and in early 2021 his widow
Guzide Uckun made a complaint against Turkish officials for
failing to arrange the diplomat’s prompt evacuation. His widow
was present in the Turkmen hospital where they were trying
to treat Kemal Uckun and has no doubt that COVID-19 caused
his death. She sent his X-ray to three Turkish hospitals. All the
doctors who saw the X-ray confirmed the diagnosis.
The Turkmen authorities traditionally ignore publications
by independent media, but usually react very harshly to
“untoward” statements by officials. The fact that the Turkmen
Ministry of Foreign Affairs made no response at all to the
comments of Guzide Uckun, Khristina Nestoyanova, and Hugh
Philpott is indirect evidence that the authorities were simply
unable to give a reasoned denial of reports about specific
cases.

Guzide and Kemal Uckun

“They gave Kemal oxygen, injections, and pills… I have
a full list of all the medications, including antibacterial, antifungal, anti-ulcer, and anti-inflammatory medications.
It was a whole bunch of things. My husband deteriorated
and his cough got worse too. He couldn’t talk on the phone
because of his problems breathing. He said that his lungs
were burning. Towards the end he could no longer get out
of bed. The death certificate gives pulmonary edema as
the cause of death (fluid on the lungs — turkmen.news).
— From an interview with Guzide Uckun
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IN DETAIL IS THERE CORONAVIRUS IN TURKMENISTAN?

Kemal Uckun is of course not the only victim of coronavirus in
Turkmenistan. Turkmen.news has been able to confirm with
the same degree of certainty the deaths of another 54 people.
The only difference is that the people who told us about these
deaths are ordinary citizens of Turkmenistan and cannot act
openly without fear of retribution. In July turkmen.news sources
in Ashgabat and Turkmenbashi reported that white marquees
where memorial ceremonies are held could be seen in every
yard. “It’s like a war zone,” a source in Turkmenbashi said.
The Turkmen authorities later acknowledged the deaths of two
senior officials which had been reported by turkmen.news: the
president’s oil and gas adviser Yagshigeldi Kakaev (who died on
July 8, 2020) and the head of Farap district, Hasan Metkuliev
(who died on July 18). Only in February 2021 did the president
propose naming the oil and gas university after Kakaev, while
Astanogly Seyidov was appointed Farap district head in place
of Metkuliev on August 31. The media did not report the cause
of Kakaev’s death or what had happened to Metkuliev.

Yagshigeldi Kakaev

The majority of cases remain unknown to the independent
media or cannot be fully confirmed, because in the current
conditions in Turkmenistan it is difficult to find people who
are prepared to speak about such “dangerous” issues, even
anonymously.

On July 12, 2020, Khristina Nestoyanova, wife of Vladimir
Nestoyanov, first secretary at the Russian Embassy
in Ashgabat, wrote on Instagram that coronavirus
had reached Turkmenistan, though the authorities
denied it. In December 2020 the British ambassador to
Turkmenistan, Hugh Stanley Philpott, tweeted that he
had been ill with COVID-19.
The next day the Russian deleted her post and all the
comments on it.

Khristina Nestoyanova

“The virus is dictating its rules and changing our way
of life. It has finally reached us too, surprising us with
its scale… The border around the city has been shut for
a long time… From today markets and shopping
centers have started closing one after the other. Masks
have been introduced. The supermarket where we do
our shopping is still open. There are still ‘no’ confirmed
cases of coronavirus… We realize that’s not so…
A great many people are sick. I really love this country.
With all my heart. But I’m deeply disappointed that such
measures are so long overdue… A Turkish diplomat,
a presidential adviser, and lots of other people have
died. But coronavirus is not acknowledged. And this is
the terrible fact that distinguishes this country from all
the others that acknowledge and treat the sick. We’re
caught in a trap. It’s survival of the fittest. There’s no
treatment here.”

In private conversations with turkmen.news, doctors in the
country talked about “hundreds” of deaths from coronavirus.
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WHY DON’T THEY ACKNOWLEDGE
THAT THE INFECTION IS PRESENT?
This is usual for Turkmenistan. The authorities have been hiding
the presence of HIV in the country for many years (officially,
only two HIV cases have been recorded in the entire history of
Turkmenistan). This means that as far as the state is concerned
the infected “do not exist” and cannot expect antiretroviral
therapy.
Turkmenistan President Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov is
a qualified doctor and used to work as a dentist. Perhaps he
thinks that disclosing information about the presence of
infectious diseases in the country will tarnish his image.
In spring at the very start of the pandemic two Central
Asian countries opted to deny the presence of COVID-19:
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. In April Turkmenistan’s minister
of foreign affairs, Rashid Meredov, said that the country
was ready to receive foreign experts and show the absence
of coronavirus. The same day the WHO said it wished to visit
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. A week later, on April 30, the
Tajik authorities announced the first infections. In early May
a WHO mission visited Dushanbe where nothing was hidden
from the delegation. The specialists were to have gone on to
Turkmenistan, but for a long time the Turkmen authorities
could not agree on the visit and it was postponed until July.

PLAYING HIDE AND SEEK WITH THE WHO
A day before the WHO mission arrived, ambulances took
children from the children’s infectious diseases hospital
at city polyclinic No. 5 to a new infectious diseases
hospital for adults. This is the hospital that received the
foreign visitors the next day. The COVID patients who
had been at the hospital were moved to an old regional
hospital in Uchpunkt residential district, which is now
a city hospital. Children with other infectious diseases
were moved to a quarantine zone where they could
have caught COVID. Moreover, the paramedics were not
wearing protective clothing when they picked up the
seriously ill pneumonia patients. When the WHO mission
left, all the patients were returned to their hospitals.
In the end, in July a WHO mission was received in several
hospitals, which had been specially prepared for the visit.
The experts had no opportunity to make independent
checks. In August the Turkmen authorities promised to
allow WHO experts to conduct independent testing for
COVID-19 but this promise was never kept.
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IN DETAIL WHY DON’T THEY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE INFECTION IS PRESENT?

In May the Turkmen authorities could still have followed
Tajikistan’s example and reported they had “just” discovered
the first cases of infection without any reputational loss. By July
this was already problematic. They would have had to report to
officials that the virus spread to the country in early summer
when everyone had already been warned about the dangers.
This would have meant the failure of the quarantine work.
But they could not say that the virus had been present in the
country since the start of the pandemic, as this would mean
admitting to having lied.

At the end of 2020 a Turkmen citizen called Kemal who
lives in Russia explained to experts from the Regional
Expert Group on the Health of Migrants: “I’m HIV
positive, and can live with this in Moscow, but not in
Turkmenistan. This was confirmed when I flew home.
I went to the AIDS center there, had a test, and was given
a certificate to say I was in perfect health. All because
in Turkmenistan they deny the presence of people
with HIV. People can die, but no one will tell the truth.”

At present Turkmenistan and North Korea are the only states
in the world with populations greater than one million to
deny the presence of coronavirus. Information about COVID-19
is in a grey zone in Turkmenistan: everyone knows that the
infection is in the country, but cannot talk about it openly.
This is far from the only subject that cannot be spoken about
openly in Turkmenistan. Statistics are hardly published,
while the reliablility of those that are disclosed is dubious;
officials at every level can spout rules and norms, which are
not recorded in any legal document. Citizens are used to
living without transparency.
Observers in Turkmenistan say that the country’s economic
problems are another reason for denying the presence of
the infection. The government would have to pay benefits to
people who lost work because of the virus or had to stay
at home under strict quarantine.

WHO delegation in Ashgabat
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ARE THE AUTHORITIES DOING ANYTHING
TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF INFECTION?

As early as January 31, 2020 Turkmenistan closed its border
with Uzbekistan. On February 1, 2020 Turkmenistan Airlines
stopped flights to China and Thailand, and the borders with
Iran and Afghanistan were closed. A quarantine camp for
arrivals from abroad was set up in Lebap region.
In March all international flights were stopped and the first
restrictions on travel between regions were introduced. Tents
were set up at the entry points to all major towns and cities
and police and doctors were on duty there. Students from the
city’s universities were sent to checkpoints on the roads into
Ashgabat to take the temperatures of drivers and passengers,
but had no protection, not even face masks. Moreover, it
was forbidden to be afraid of the virus and people who wore
masks risked punishment for “scaremongering.” There were
reports of people being fined for “spreading panic amongst
the public.”
In mid-May the authorities banned holidays in Turkmenistan’s
seaside resort Avaza. The ban has been in place for exactly one
year.

QUARANTINE CONDITIONS
The quarantine camp is an enclosed area in the desert,
where several army tents have been erected. The tents
house 20 two-tier bunk beds which are not isolated
from one another at all. New arrivals from abroad
are mixed in with people who have completed the
obligatory 14 day-stay and are about to go home (in
November 2020 the quarantine period was extended
to 21 days). In winter it was dusty and cold inside the
tents with drafts coming in from all sides. The electric
heaters could not cope. There is a separate wash tent
with containers of water and plastic pipelines have
been connected but the water is cold. The toilet and
shower are outside.
The food is monotonous, mainly rice and porridge. All
the cooked food comes in plastic dishes, which are
thrown away together with the remains of the uneaten
food. The quality of the food and drinking water is poor,
if not terrible. There are small stones in the low-grade
rice.

Quarantine camp near Turkmenabat
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IN DETAIL ARE THE AUTHORITIES DOING ANYTHING TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF INFECTION?

During their July trip WHO experts did not insist on visiting
hospitals that had not been prepared for inspection, or on
independent testing for COVID-19 or other measures that
would have revealed infections. Instead the members of the
mission simply recommended that the Turkmen authorities
behave as though the virus were present in the country
to be on the safe side.
After that, really strict quarantine measures were introduced in
Turkmenistan. Travel between regions was almost completely
stopped, many institutions were instructed to stop work, and
fines began to be imposed for failing to wear a medical mask in
a public place. The academic year began in schools with strict
restrictions: classes were divided into two and children had
to carry with them health packs with antisceptics.

QUARANTINE CONDITIONS
If you want something better, you can place orders for
money with the nurses. Water is brought in and poured
into an unwashed barrel, so the water stinks and there
is a permanent cloud of midges above the tank and flies
swimming inside. It’s impossible to drink it or use it to
make tea. But many people did drink tea made with this
water, as they could not afford anything else.
People had their temperature taken every day, but no
other medical tests were done. Elderly men and women
with children were sent to the infectious diseases
hospital in Turkmenabat instead of the camp.

The quarantine measures did not apply to the country’s top
leadership, though. TV reports showed government events
where people, including the president, were not wearing masks.
At the same time, in reports showing “ordinary” people (workers
in factories, students in lecture halls, farm workers in fields)
everyone was wearing a mask. The 63-year-old president often
flew on working trips to the regions after people over 50 had
been banned from travelling to another region.
Corruption also got in the way of quarantine. For example,
several citizens bribed policemen and held forbidden family
celebrations in the courtyards of their homes, while it was
possible to take detours to reach other regions, often across the
desert.
For many citizens, observing quarantine meant a loss of
earnings. The authorities did not help businesses that had to
stop work. So, many hairdressing salons, cafes, and other
establishments worked illegally, while vendors from the
closed markets began to visit institutions and offices (incuding
hospitals) to sell in person.

Camp conditions
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WHAT TREATMENT WAS GIVEN TO THE SICK?
Turkmen.news received a range of feedback on the work of
Turkmen doctors. On the one hand, there were reports of
ineffective, even dangerous, methods of treatment. On the
other hand, in January 2021 a doctor working directly with
coronavirus patients told turkmen.news that medics in the
country had learnt how to treat the illness. He said the situation
was under control and medications approved the world
over were being purchased for patients. The doctor said that
all the fatalities had been linked with late hospitalization.
He did not say why patients were being sent late to hospital.
But we know of two reasons why citizens shy away from
hospitals.
• One, the quality of medical services in Turkmenistan is
uneven. It really is possible to receive effective treatment from
individual specialists in some hospitals, but in others incidents
occur similar to the one involving Major Gurbangulyev. When
they know about these cases, people start to be afraid of
doctors.
• Two, medical care in Turkmenistan is not free of charge.
There is medical insurance in the country, but insurance
only allows for a reduction in the cost of treatment. This
sector is also very corrupt. Bribes are often demanded from
patients’ relatives for various procedures. Many people
simply cannot afford hospital treatment for COVID-19.
There were reports of a severe shortage of oxygen cylinders
and the need to pay 1,400 manats (at that time around
55 USD) a day just to breathe. Proper treatment and a stay
in hospital cost people between 10,000 and 15,000 manats,
when the average monthly salary is 1,500 manats.

THE STORY OF POLICE
MAJOR SAPA GURBANGULYEV
On July 3, Sapa Gurbangulyev, 51, a police major in
Vekilbazar district, Mary region, telephoned his wife
from the infectious diseases hospital in the village of
Yoloten, where he had been taken by medical orderlies
in protective suits. Before this he had been treated in
Mary regional hospital for fluid on the lungs. According
to sources, the major had difficulty breathing, but the
regional hospital did not have oxygen equipment.
When he was already in Yoloten, the major told
his wife by phone that he was still not being given
oxygen. He said he was in danger and asked her
to get him out of there as soon as possible. His wife tried
to get into the hospital but was not allowed beyond the
gate. When he heard, the major said agitatedly, “Then
they’ll give me an injection now and kill me!” Half an
hour later hospital staff came out to tell her the major
had died.
The body was given to relatives the next morning in
a hermetically sealed wrapper. They were given strict
instructions not to open the wrapper until the results of
a COVID-19 test were obtained. The cause of death was
documented as inflammation of the lungs. It’s still not
known what injections the major was given.
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IN DETAIL WHAT TREATMENT WAS GIVEN TO THE SICK?

On July 8, the Turkmenistan state information agency reported
that the president had permitted the Health Ministry “to
conclude contracts following established procedure with
pharmaceutical producers in the Russian Federation for the
purchase of the required volume of anti-virus medications.”
Turkmen.news learnt that 10 000 000 USD had been allocated
for the purchases. However, coronavirus patients in hospital
were offered favipiravir tablets produced in China.
There was a special procedure for the funerals of those who had
died with coronavirus. Bodies were returned in plastic wrappers,
which were not to be opened, and relatives were forbidden
to hold a wake. After independent journalists detected from
satellite photographs an increase in the number of graves
at one cemetery, another requirement was introduced for
funerals: graves now have to be level with the ground so they
cannot be detected from above.

Turkmen.news has confirmed
information that many people who
could not afford hospital treatment
looked for treatment plans on the
Internet and followed them at home.
Some families used dubious
remedies, for example, buying and
drinking dog fat to tackle bronchitis
and pneumonia.
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HOW ARE THE OFFICIAL MEDIA REPORTING
THE PANDEMIC?
At the start of the pandemic officials frequently said that
Turkmenistan could prevent coronavirus entering the
country. The state media did not publish details about
the new infection, occasionally mentioning it as a purely
foreign problem.
Moreover, active propaganda of “measures to prevent
acute respiratory viral infections [ARVIs]” began as early
as spring 2020. These measures included fumigating
premises with harmala (Syrian rue), which according to
the multi-volume herbal by President Berdimuhamedov,
The Medicinal Plants of Turkmenistan, supposedly has an
antiviral effect. All institutions were regularly fumigated
and the country even had a shortage of harmala. Later, the
media started to write about the antiviral effect of licorice
root, which is also mentioned in the president’s work.

From around the end of summer, reminders about
“preventing ARVIs” were printed daily on the back pages
of the government newspaper Neytralnyy Turkmenistan
(Neutral Turkmenistan). Sometimes this took the form
of comprehensive columns written by doctors, and
sometimes a short infographic. Real measures to combat
infection (masks, handwashing, social distancing)
were described, and also the benefits of taking licorice,
fumigation with harmala, and drinking herbal teas.
From fall 2020, officials stopped saying directly that there
is no COVID-19 in Turkmenistan. As before, state media
coverage still implies that the coronavirus pandemic is
a purely foreign problem. But the absence of coronavirus
is almost never mentioned outright when listing the
achievements of the authorities.

When mask wearing became compulsory in Turkmenistan
in July, the authorities tried to justify the requirement
by referring to the presence of harmful dust in the air,
spread over the country from the dried up Aral Sea. This
led to official discussion of the “Aral problem” and even to
the creation of a Scientific Clinical Center for the Study of
the Impact of the Aral Disaster on the Environment of the
Neighboring Regions.
The official media gave brief explanations of other
quarantine measures, such as closing road and rail
transport links between regions, citing “the prevention
of infectious diseases.” It was impossible to find out in the
official media, for example, how to get from Ashgabat
to the city of Dashoguz in the event of an emergency.
Anyone who needed to make such a trip had to approach
officials themselves to discover the existence of a special
commission on allowing citizens onto internal flights.
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ARE VACCINATIONS BEING GIVEN
IN THE COUNTRY?
In January 2021 the Turkmen authorities announced
the approval of two Russian vaccines: Sputnik V and
EpiVacCorona. Then Chinese TV reported their vaccines
had been sent to Turkmenistan (it emerged later that these
were Vero Cell). Turkmenistan’s state media did not report
the approval of the Chinese Vero Cell vaccine, but reported
in May that three Russian vaccines had already been
supplied to the country (probably Sputnik V, EpiVacCorona
and CoviVac) and two Chinese vaccines.
The state media do not report progress in vaccinations.
Only unofficial sources say that doctors, teachers, and
pensioners are being vaccinated. Vero Cell and most often
Sputnik V are used for these jabs.

It’s not known whether the lifting of quarantine is justified,
because statistics on the prevalence of the disease,
the number of cases and vaccinations are not available.
Judging from the reports of independent sources on deaths,
the first wave of coronavirus hit Turkmenistan in July and
the second at the end of 2020. There have been no
recent reports of deaths. However, several sources are not
convinced that there are zero fatalities. They think that
doctors may have stopped returning bodies in plastic
wrappers and requiring a special method of burial.
As a result, fatalities are attracing less attention. Death
certificates too show any diagnosis except one that could
imply death from coronavirus.

We did not manage to find out how widely EpiVacCorona
is used. Turkmenistan is so far the only country other
than Russia to approve the vaccine for use. As for CoviVac,
in May 2021 the developers’ website said only that the
vaccine had been approved in Russia, and did not mention
anywhere else.
In March-April 2021, soon after the start of vaccinations,
quarantine restrictions began to be eased in Turkmenistan.
Road and rail transport between the regions was partially
restored and previously closed institutions were allowed
to return to work.
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HAS THE TURKMEN ECONOMY SUFFERED?

Before the start of the COVID pandemic the economy of
Turkmenistan was in the grip of a deep crisis. This isn’t the
first year the country has experienced problems with food
supplies. People cannot afford even the essentials and
corruption is acute. Despite the authorities’ reports of massive
privatization and the development of private business, the
level of state regulation of the economy is extremely high.
Only people close to the head of state’s family can engage
successfully in major business.
The pandemic sharply exacerbated the existing problems.
The ban on travel between regions deprived people in the
outskirts of the opportunity to go to work in the capital.
The opportunity was also lost to travel abroad to work.
Those migrants who were already abroad at the start of the
pandemic began to lose their jobs because of the deteriorating
economic situation in the host countries. Those who kept
their jobs began to face problems sending money back home
to Turkmenistan.
Withdrawing cash remains a problem. Cashless transactions
are not widespread in Turkmenistan, so all working people,
students, pensioners, and recipients of child and disability
benefits try to withdraw their money in cash.

It’s nothing new to see dozens of people
standing in line at ATMs. There is no
question of any social distancing in these
situations. Lines for food and cash have
worsened the epidemiological situation
with coronavirus.
In March 2021, Turkmenistan’s Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, which
every entrepreneur in the country has
to join, hiked its membership fees. After
quarantine many businessmen could not
pay even at the old rate.
The increase in fees means bankruptcy
for them.

The authorities provided no help to the owners of cafes,
hairdressing salons, gyms, or other establishments that had
to stop work for several months. The reverse, those business
owners who continued to work illegally had to pay bribes to
officers from the law-enforcement agencies.
Officially, this is the Epoch of Might and Happiness in
Turkmenistan. Before the pandemic the authorities reported
only on success in all sectors. But in 2020 Berdimuhamedov
himself began to let slip comments on economic difficulties.
True, he puts them all down to the negative impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy.

Bread queue in Ashgabat
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ARE THE AUTHORITIES HELPING CITIZENS
STRANDED ABROAD?
The Turkmen authorities tacitly disapprove of migration.
Before the pandemic citizens who had already bought
tickets for flights abroad could be prevented from
boarding without any reason being given. Turkmenistan’s
consulates abroad would not extend citizens’ international
passports, and if a citizen returned home to renew
their passport, they would be put on the list of those
banned from travelling and would not be able to fly back
to their work. The special services followed migrants who
showed signs of opposition activity and put pressure on
their relatives back home.
It wasn’t only labor migrants but also people on short
trips who were caught out when the borders were closed
and regular flights stopped. Relatives could not send them
money, because the only category of Turkmen citizens
permitted to convert manats to hard currency are the
parents of students at foreign universities (and they are also
subject to strict limits). The authorities promised to allow
relatives of people stranded abroad to convert 500 USD,
but very few people were able to do this in practice.

on and the students have to work. This is often unofficial
nighttime work which can be dangerous. There have been
several reports of the deaths of students. Turkmen diplomats
do not help to send the bodies home. They are buried by
their compatriots in the host country.
The problem extending passports has also not been
resolved and now citizens abroad cannot physically return
to Turkmenistan. In the fall the consulates started to
give migrants temporary certificates valid for six months
to replace passports. This did not fully resolve the problem
of the illegal status of migrants whose passports have
expired.

Only in August 2020 did Turkmenistan Airlines start
repatriation flights. There were not enough of them
and only a few people managed to get places. The way
the consulates draw up lists of citizens returning home
is opaque and there are reports of corruption in the system.
In early 2021 the Turkmen authorities sharply reduced
the limits on the sums of money relatives could send
to students abroad. Students started to receive 50 USD
a month from their families. This is not enough to live
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CORONAVIRUS
IN TURKMENISTAN:
A CHRONOLOGY
2020
JANUARY 30

A plane landed1 in Turkmenabat (the administrative center of Lebap region) carrying Turkmen
students from China. The passengers were asked about their health and had their temperatures
taken. The same day it was announced that the last flight from Beijing would take place on
Feburary 1 after which flights to China would be cancelled until the end of the month at least2.

JANUARY 31

Turkmenistan closed the border with Uzbekistan. The Uzbek State Customs Committee told
turkmen.news by phone that the crossing points were working as normal on their side3.

FEBRUARY 1

Lebap region was quietly declared a quarantine zone4. State institutions held meetings at which
employees were advised to wear medical masks and put oxolinic ointment on their noses.

EARLY FEBRUARY

A quarantine camp was set up in Lebap region. At this time only arrivals from China were placed
in the camp, and it was possible to avoid quarantine for a bribe5. At around this time Ashgabat
residents began to receive booklets on preventing coronavirus.

FEBRUARY 24

An Ashgabat resident was fined6 for wearing a medical mask on the street. The police accused her
of creating panic and lack of trust in the government’s measures to combat the virus.

FEBRUARY 25

Berdimuhamedov held a meeting7 with Deputy Prime Minister Purli Agamuradov and Health
and Medical Industry Minister Nurmuhammed Amannepesov. The head of state heard reports
on restrictions on travel to countries with registered cases of coronavirus (with the exception
of essential business trips). Stricter controls on entry to Turkmenistan for citizens of these
countries were also announced9. The same day the border was closed with Iran8. The creation
of an emergency commission to combat the spread of diseases, headed by Amannepesov, was
announced. In addition, swimming pools and saunas at the Avaza resort were closed and the
provision of a range of services was stopped10. As a result, customers began to cancel their
bookings and the hotels lost revenue.

FEBRUARY 26

Reports began to appear about the cancellation of flights to Istanbul11 12. The border with
Afghanistan was closed.
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MARCH 3

Staff at the infectious diseases hospital in Choganly, near Ashgabat, told Radio Azatlyk
that at least two patients had been found to have COVID-1913. The Center for the Prevention
and Treatment of Infectious Diseases denied the report.

MARCH 5

Redirection of all international flights from Ashgabat to Turkmenabat began14. A short while
later international flights were stopped altogether.

MARCH 13

Berdimuhamedov instructed that all premises be fumigated with harmala (Syrian rue)15. “This is
how our ancestors prevented the spread of infectious diseases”, he said.

MARCH 17

A new version of booklets was released similar to those distributed at the start of February16.
Now they did not talk about “preventing COVID-19,” but about “preventing acute respiratory viral
infections.” At the same time preparations were under way nationwide for the spring clean-up
and Novruz celebrations in a failure to observe WHO recommendations on cancelling mass
events17.

MARCH 19

Highways within the country were closed18 and restrictions were imposed on travel between
regions.

MARCH 24

Playing sport was cancelled nationwide19 and gyms and sports halls were closed. Ashgabat cafes
and restaurants were also shut down20.

MARCH 25

The movement of export, import, and transit cargo within the country was restricted21. Cargo
reaching the Garabogaz and Farap checkpoints had to be transported onwards by Turkmen
hauliers.

MARCH 30

School holidays were extended by one week in order to prevent coronavirus22.

Check point at entry to Ashgabat
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MARCH 31

In the southeastern Mary region officials began to make health checks on residents who
had returned home from abroad between the start of November 2019 and the end of January
202023. They visited them at home to ask about their health and take their temperatures. The
same day a draft plan to ensure preparedness for and respose to coronavirus in Turkmenistan
was studied at the UN representative office in Ashgabat24. It emerged at the same time that
the country’s authorities had confirmed a Comprehensive Plan of Measures to Prevent the
Introduction of COVID-19.

APRIL 3

Citizens of Turkmenistan who had completed quarantine told turkmen.news about the tough
conditions in the quarantine camp25. These citizens thought there was a very high chance
of catching the virus inside the camp. New arrivals who could in theory be infected were
placed together with those who were about to be discharged in two or three days and travel to
the city.

APRIL 6

The USA allocated 920,000 USD to Turkmenistan for protection against coronavirus26. This was
reported on official website Turkmenportal, but the article was later removed.

APRIL 8

It emerged that weeks earlier numbers of guests at weddings and other family celebrations had
been restricted to 200 people27. In cafes and restaurants no more than six people were allowed
to sit at one table.

APRIL 9

Information appeared about illegal taxis, which could help people circumvent the ban on travel
between regions28.

APRIL 16

On its official site the U.S. Embassy noted that, “Turkmenistan has not officially acknowledged
any cases of COVID-19 within its borders and may be disinclined to do so if cases were
confirmed.”29

APRIL 22

Talking about COVID-19, Turkmen Foreign Minister Rashid Meredov said, “Had there been just
one case registered in Turkmenistan, we would first of all have informed our international
partners and the World Health Organization.” 30 He added that foreign diplomats could visit the
quarantine center.

APRIL 23

The WHO regional director for Europe, Hans Kluge, announced that the organization’s experts
would visit Turkmenistan and Tajikistan (whose authorities at that time also denied the presence
of coronavirus)31. Kluge said that the visit would take place in a week’s time.

APRIL 27–29

Reports appeared in independent media about the Turkmen authorities’ plans to hide cases of
coronavirusfrom the WHO experts.32 33
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MAY

All hotels at the Avaza resort were closed34. There was no holiday season, which led to the
dismissal of some of the hotel staff. Whoever was not sacked was put on unpaid leave.

MAY 1

A WHO mission left for Tajikistan (by that time the country had stopped hiding the presence
of COVID-19). At the same time, an anonymous employee of a UN agency reported there were
difficulties obtaining an invitation from Turkmenistan35.

MAY 5

It emerged that the WHO experts who were planning to travel to Turkmenistan from Tajikistan
were “stuck” in Dushanbe as they had no invitation from the Turkmen side36.

MAY 9

A Victory Day parade was held in Ashgabat. Guests came from Russia to attend the event.

MAY 12

Cemetery workers in the Ashgabat suburb of Choganly reported a sharp increase in the number
of burials over the past five weeks37. Sources also reported that COVID-19 patients from the
country’s regions were coming to the infectious diseases hospital in Choganly.

MAY 21

Tents began to appear on roadsides at the entry points to towns and villages where drivers and
passengers had their temperatures checked38.

MAY 25

It emerged that fishing had been banned in Dashoguz region because of the danger of
touching infected medical masks and other garbage which entered watercourses upstream
in Uzbekistan39. A ban was soon introduced on the Caspian coast too40, and was still in place
in spring 2021 when it was already known that this is not how coronavirus spreads. This dealt a
severe economic blow to residents of coastal areas.41

JUNE 1

The U.S. government allocated 500,000 USD to Turkmenistan via USAID for preventive measures
against COVID-19 amongst children and health workers.42

JUNE 11

Russia’s ambassador to Turkmenistan, Aleksandr Blokhin, said he believed the official version
that there was no coronavirus in the country.43 “If there were something, it would be impossible
to suppress that kind of information. It would have been all round Teke or the Russian Bazaar
more quickly than in the media” , the ambassador said.
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JUNE 15

Russia’s Nezavisimaya gazeta accused Blokhin of “buying the loyalty” of the Turkmen authorities.
The next day the diplomat wrote a letter to the newspaper which said: “Our relations with
Turkmenistan are mutually beneficial and based on healthy pragmatism, not ‘buying loyalty’,
which can be seen in the unprecedented level of cooperation in politics and business.”44

JUNE 19

Foreign Minister Rashid Meredov promised to receive a WHO delegation in early July45. The
minister stressed that there was no coronavirus in Turkmenistan thanks to the developed
health care system.

JUNE 23

The U.S. Embassy said on its website46: “The U.S. Embassy has received reports of local citizens
with symptoms consistent with COVID-19 undergoing COVID-19 testing and being placed
in quarantine in infectious diseases hospitals for up to 14 days.”

JUNE 24

Turkmenistan’s Foreign Ministry responded47: “The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Turkmenistan
notes that this kind of ‘fake’ information is groundless and lacks objectivity. Ministry
representatives have frequently notified the U.S. Ambassador to Turkmenistan of the
inadmissibility of spreading tendentious and unconfirmed information.”

EARLY JULY

Independent media started receiving dozens of reports of the deaths of Turkmen citizens from
pneumonia48. Sources in the health sector said there were positive tests for COVID-19 but they
were not being registered.

JULY 2

An infectious diseases hospital was set up and equipped at Turkish company Polimeks’ former
camp near Ashgabat49. Visiting was not allowed. A similar hospital was set up at Turkish
construction firm Gap Inşaat’s base near the village of Dzhanga in Balkan region. Asked by
turkmen.news whether many patients recovered at the hospital, one medical worker replied,
“Most are carried out.”

JULY 3

Police Major Sapa Gurbangulyev died in Yoloten. He had been in hospital with COVID-19
symptoms. Before his death the major telephoned his wife and asked her to get him out of hospital
as soon as possible as he was afraid of dying as a result of an injection. His wife could not get
him out and half an hour later she was told her husband had died. Turkmen.news found out
about this much later, on September 150.

JULY 5

WHO experts arrived in Turkmenistan.51
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WHO delegation on their way to Turkmenistan

JULY 6

Public transport drivers and sales staff in Ashgabat were obliged to wear medical masks. Two
days later police were required to wear them too. Many people in the capital and other cities
started wearing masks voluntarily, as they feared for their lives. A few days later the price
of masks soared.52

JULY 7

The government and President Berdimuhamedov himself went on holiday until August 6 53.
Before his vacation the president signed a resolution permitting the Health Ministry’s main
pharmaceutical association to sign contracts with producers in Russia for the purchase of the
“necessary quantities” of antiviral medications.54

JULY 8

The Turkmen president’s oil and gas adviser Yagshigeldi Kakaev died of pneumonia
in Ashgabat55. The Oil and Gas University was later named after him. At almost the same time,
during the night of July 7-8, Kemal Uckun, an adviser at the Turkish Embassy, died56.
His widow later made a complaint against Turkish officials for failing to evacuate her husband
to Turkey. She had sent X-rays of her husband’s lungs to three Turkish clinics and all the
doctors had confirmed a diagnosis of COVID-19 57.
Turkmenistan’s Foreign Ministry circulated a statement that “substances hazardous to human
health, including viruses, could be carried by air currents in the sensitive ecological environment
of Central Asia.” 58 It said that “air masses forming in the ecological disaster zone caused by
the drying up of the Aral Sea pose a special danger.” Coronavirus became known informally in
Turkmenistan as “Aral dust.”
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JULY 12

An Ashgabat resident saw the members of the WHO mission sitting poolside in the capital’s
Yyldyz Hotel. She took a photograph of the visitors and put it on Instagram, where Nurgeldi
Halykov, who had gone to the same school as the woman, saw it. He sent the photo to turkmen.
news who published it.59 On July 13 Halykov’s acquaintance removed him from her Instagram
friends list, and a few hours later he was summoned to the police station, after which contact
with him was lost. It emerged later that a criminal case had been brought against Halykov
for fraud over a supposedly unpaid debt. In September he was sentenced to four years in a prison
colony60.
Turkmenistan’s Health Ministry released a report which “recommended in the strongest
possible terms” the use of medical masks because of the increased level of dust in the air blown
in from Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan.

JULY 13

Mask wearing was made obligatory.61 The same day Ashgabat’s largest mall, Berkarar, and the
Tolkuchka market closed for quarantine.

JULY 15

A briefing was held following the WHO mission.62 The experts did not insist that the infection
was circulating in Turkmenistan, but recommended that the authorities behave as though
it were. The head of the mission, Catherine Smallwood, said that it was time “to shift
the focus from efforts to prevent the infection entering the country to effots to prevent
it spreading amongst the population. ”The same day An-2 airplanes started spraying
disinfectant in several districts63.

JULY 16

The operation of trains and buses between the regions of the country was cancelled without
explanation64 65 and all mosques and churches were closed66. Turkmen.news sources reported
that the movement of trains had actually stopped earlier on July 1467.

An-2 airplane sprayed chlorine onto the land along the border close
to Uzbekistan
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JULY 18

Hasan Metkuliev, 54, head of Farap district in Lebap region, died of pneumonia68. Turkmen.news
managed to speak to him by phone shortly before his death. The official said he felt well and
denied reports that he had coronavirus.

JULY 21

All non-food shops, cinemas, theaters, parks, attractions, museums, beauty salons, hairdressers,
saunas, dry cleaners, tailors’ workshops, sports facilities, cafes and restaurants were closed “in
order to prevent diseases.”69

JULY 22

Quoting two health care workers in Balkanabat, a turkmen.news source reported that 83 people
with symptoms of COVID-19 had died in the city over the past week.70

JULY 23

The Turkmen branches of Malaysia’s Petronas oil and gas company and China’s CNPC energy
company shut down for quarantine71. According to turkmen.news sources, 16 Petronas
employees had been found to have coronavirus. The same day government newspaper
Neytralnyy Turkmenistan for the first time published a checklist of precautionary measures
against infectious diseases72. After this, the newspaper published similar material on its back
pages every day.

JULY 24

The Analytical Center for Central Asia published an investigation into the death rate in
Turkmenistan, based on satellite photographs73. Between March 25 and April 16, 2020, 317
new graves appeared in the Balkanabat city cemetery. For comparison, between May 31, 2018
and March 25, 2020 524 new graves appeared there. A few days later independent media
reported that the authorities had ordered that all new graves be disguised so they could not be
seen from satellites74. This requirement was repeated many times.

JULY 27

It emerged that the Niyazov Hospital and the research and clinical cardiology center (popularly
known as the Red Cross hospital) in Ashgabat had been repurposed to treat pneumonia
patients75.

Fresh graves in the cemetery in Mary
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Infectious diseases hospital in Choganly

JULY 28

Relatives of patients at Choganly infectious diseases hosptial had to pay bribes for their loved
ones to be connected to a ventilator, turkmen.news sources reported. There was not enough
oxygen for all seriously ill patients76.

JULY 29

It emerged that the Kopetdag stadium in Ashgabat had closed for quarantine after the death
of Muhammet Keshikov, who held the title Honoured Trainer of Turkmenistan77.

JULY 31

The Turkmen Ministry of Health compelled family doctors to go out door to door and fill in
questionnaires about citizens’ state of health and any signs of coronavirus.

EARLY AUGUST

The Melhem sanatorium in Mary region was turned into a hospital for pneumonia patients78.
According to turkmen.news’ sources, many major companies were told to bear the costs
of funding COVID hospitals. The COVID center at the Melhem sanatorium is under the patronage
of Taze-Ay, a producer of salami and other processed meats.

AUGUST 2

Kurbanmuhammet Muhammedov, a driver for the OSCE Center in Ashgabat, died of complications
caused by coronavirus. His death was confirmed to turkmen.news by two independent sources.
The OSCE declined to comment79.
It emerged that the bodies of those who had supposedly died of pneumonia were given to
their families in black plastic sacks. Relatives were told to bury the bodies without opening
the sacks80.

AUGUST 4

Doctors of retirement age in Mary region were sent on holiday, sources told turkmen.news the
same day81. The remaining medical workers were told their diplomas would be annulled if
they refused to treat coronavirus patients.
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AUGUST 7

In an online meeting with WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and the WHO
regional director for Europe, Hans Kluge, Turkmen President Berdimuhamedov agreed to
independent testing for the presence of COVID-19 in the country82. This promise was not kept.

AUGUST 14

According to turkmen.news sources, prisoner Bayramdurdy Saparov died in strict regime colony
LB-K/11 in Lebap region83. He suffered pain in his chest and a lack of oxygen for two weeks, but
the colony’s infirmary was unable to give him the help he needed.

AUGUST 17

Parents were warned that their children would have to carry individual hygiene kits
from the start of the school year on September 184. The same day it emerged that housing
administration staff in many regions were going door to door and demanding that citizens
sign a commitment to wear a mask, observe social distancing, and leave the house only
when necessary85.

AUGUST 18

Sona Cherkezova, 64, an infectious diseases doctor at the infectious diseases hospital in
Choganly, died of coronavirus. She had worked to the end to save patients’ lives.

AUGUST 22

Berdimuhamedov signed a law introducing additions to the Criminal Code of Turkmenistan86.
Article 119 (1) was added covering “persistent refusal to be treated for an infectious disease of
an epidemic or pandemic nature, and conscious infection [of others] with it.”

AUGUST 22–23

Turkmenistan Airlines organized the first repatriation flights for citizens stranded abroad87.
Planes left for Delhi and Minsk. Since then, flights have been organized regularly from various
parts of the world, but there have not been enough of them. Many people who wanted to return
to Turkmenistan were unable to get seats.

AUGUST 27

A Turkmen government plane made its first flight to Germany88. It brought to Turkmenistan
medical dressings and boxes bearing the logo of U.S. firm Promega, a manufacturer
of technology for the study of viruses. Over the next six months several more flights were
made. The official media only reported one of the flights, which took place in November
and brought to Turkmenistan a group of German doctors who took part in a range of official
events.

AUGUST 31

A former patient in the COVID center at Melhem sanatorium in Mary region told
turkmen.news about his treatment there89. He said he had been in a bad way at home for
three days, then decided to seek medical help after all. He spoke favourably about conditions
in the sanatorium and the treatment there. He acknowledged, though, that while he had
been there, he had seen two or three people die.
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LATE AUGUST

The cotton harvest began in Turkmenistan. As in previous years, public sector workers were
sent in large numbers to the harvest. People were taken to the fields in overcrowded buses.

EARLY SEPTEMBER

The coronavirus hospital at the Polimeks base near Ashgabat was closed because of a reduction
in the number of patients.

SEPTEMBER 1

The school year began in Turkmenistan90. Classes were divided into groups in order to
reduce the number of pupils, children had to carry hygiene kits with them, and lessons were
organized in several shifts. This regime remained in place until the end of the year. In many
schools parents had to sign pledges to follow hygiene measures.91

SEPTEMBER 10

It emerged that people in Mary region caught without masks in public places were threatened
with 15 days detention and being sent to the cotton fields.92

SEPTEMBER 14

A scientific center was opened in Turkmenistan to study the negative impact of the Aral Sea on
people’s health.93

SEPTEMBER 16

It emerged that closed cafes, hairdressing salons, and other establishments were operating in
secret94. Vendors from closed markets sold their goods on the streets nearby. It emerged later
that vendors also sold their wares in homes and organizations, including hospitals95.

SEPTEMBER 22, 25

Berdimuhamedov made speeches at the opening of the UN General Assembly and a sitting
of the Halk Maslahaty (National Council)96. In both speeches he referred to coronavirus as
a serious global problem, but for the first time did not stress that there were supposedly
no infections in Turkmenistan. After these speeches the official media stopped listing the
absence of COVID-19 as one of the achievements of the Turkmen regime.

OCTOBER 12

It emerged that people require police and health certificates in order to book internal flights,
the only legal way to travel between the regions97. Certificates can be obtained with bribes.

OCTOBER 16

Radio Azatlyk reported an outbreak of coronavirus in women’s prison colony DZ-K/8 in Dashoguz
region98.
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OCTOBER 20

Berdimuhamedov held a meeting with Nurmuhammet Amannepesov, who is head of the
emergency commission to combat the spread of disease and minister of health and the
medical industry99. The president said, “Since the start of the pandemic, we have put forward
the theory, which has already been confirmed in international scientific circles, that viruses
are spread not only via airborne droplets but also via airborne dust particles, which
significantly increases the distance of infection.” This phrase supposedly justified the summer
declarations about “harmful dust.”

OCTOBER 26

Turkmen.news sources talked about corruption and quarantine. In particular, they said the police
were “selling” en masse the certificates required for travel to other regions.100

LATE OCTOBER

The number of marquees in the yards of Ashgabat, used to host weddings and memorials,
increased again101. Such events have been formally banned, but for a bribe the police will turn
a blind eye. Rumors started circulating in October that enforcement would soon be tightened
so the city’s residents hurried to hold all their family celebrations.

NOVEMBER 2

The Chronicles of Turkmenistan found out that wealthy residents of Ashgabat pay 200-300 USD
to receive COVID treatment at home102. People are afraid to stay in hospital. Those who cannot
afford it prefer self-treatment.

NOVEMBER 3

The length of stay in the quarantine camp for arrivals from abroad was increased from 14 to 21
days.103

NOVEMBER 6

It emerged that special commissions are now issuing certificates confirming the need for travel104.
It became much harder to pay a bribe for a certificate than it had been when the police were
responsible.

NOVEMBER 15

Berdimuhamedov again declared there was no coronavirus in the country.105

NOVEMBER 23

Turkmen residents over 50 years of age were banned from all travel between regions106. They
could no longer travel to another region even with good reason. This did not apply to the 63-yearold president, though, who continued to make working visits107.
Turkmenistan joined the international COVAX program to distribute vaccines against COVID-19.108
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German doctors en route to Turkmenistan

NOVEMBER 25

It was announced that the celebrations of the 25th anniversary of Turkmenistan’s neutrality
would be held without spectators109. Nevertheless, the celebrations included a large number
of mass events, which were shown on TV110. Participants did not wear masks, in contrast to the
main subjects of reports on the lives of “ordinary people.” Reports soon started to come in of
deaths from COVID-19 in the arts community.

NOVEMBER 26

A Turkmen government Bombardier Challenger 870 (tail number EZ-B024), operated by
Turkmenistan Airlines, made a secret flight to Munich. It flew to Germany empty, but was
loaded for the return flight with boxes of sterile materials (as on the previous occasion on
August 27), diplomatic mail, and plastic bags marked VIP. In addition, two minibuses
carrying doctors drove up to the plane steps, they all boarded, and the flight took off to
Turkmenistan.

NOVEMBER 27

Residents of Mary over the age of 50 were asked not to leave home unless strictly necessary111.
At the same time, students from other towns studying at the state energy institute in Mary were
sent to the quarantine camp.

EARLY DECEMBER

The coronavirus hospital at the Polimeks base was reopened112. A second wave of the virus
began in the country and hospitals again could not cope with the influx of patients.

DECEMBER 3

The cancellation of the children’s parties around the country’s main New Year tree was
announced113.

DECEMBER 15

It was announced that students living in student dorms and pupils at boarding schools would
not be allowed home for the holidays114.
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DECEMBER 16

The British ambassador to Turkmenistan, Hugh Philpott, tweeted that he had been sick with
COVID-19115. The Turkmen authorities did not comment, though in July they had harshly
responded even to the weather forecast on the CIS TV channel Mir-24.

DECEMBER 20

The widow of Turkish diplomat Kemal Uckun, who died in July, made a complaint against
Turkish officials for failing to arrange his evacuation from Turkmenistan116. Later, in an
interview with turkmen.news the widow talked in detail about her husband’s coronavirus
illness117. Turkmenistan’s Foreign Ministry did not respond to the widow’s interview,
just as they did not respond to the British ambassador’s tweet.

2021
JANUARY 18

Turkmenistan approved the Russian COVID-19 vaccine Sputnik V118. There was no doubt
about its effectiveness. The following day it was announced that Turkmenistan’s Ministry of
Health was prepared to transport and store the vaccine, which requires strict temperature
controls119.

JANUARY 21

Berdimuhamedov promised to vaccinate free of charge foreign tennis players who came to
Turkmenistan to compete in the qualifying round for the Davis Cup 2021120. “Although we have
an approved vaccine, foreign sportsmen may wish to receive another vaccine or special
medication, so they must have a choice,” the head of state said.

JANUARY 28

Malikniyaz Hojaniyazov and his wife Hesel Amanova died of COVID-19 within hours of each
other, after 48 years together. Hojaniyazov had been director of the Salgym mountaineering
club and a well-known explorer, while Amanova had worked at different times for the
state statistics bodies and the Union of Women of Turkmenistan. Hojaniyazov was 64
and Amanova 65. They were buried on January 29.

JANUARY 29

The Russian vaccine EpiVacCorona was registered121. Turkmenistan remains the only country,
other than Russia, to have approved the use of the vaccine. Those who have received the
EpiVacCorona jab doubt its effectiveness, as independent tests do not show an increase
in the number of antibodies. It was announced the same day that foreigners entering the
country would have to provide a vaccination certificate122. So potential competitors in the Davis
Cup lost the chance to get a free vaccine from Turkmenistan.

EARLY FEBRUARY

The first reports123 about vaccination of different categories of the population appeared in the
independent media124. The official media did not report on the process, mentioning only the
approval of the vaccines.
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Malikniyaz Hojaniyazov and his wife Hesel Amanova

MARCH 1

A partial resumption began of road and rail links between the regions125 126. Cafes, restaurants
and other establishments previously under lockdown gradually reopened127.

MARCH 7

Chinese TV reported the delivery of a Chinese vaccine to Turkmenistan (it emerged later that this
was Vero Cell)128. Turkmen state media did not report the approval of this vaccine, but according
to independent sources the vaccine is being used in the country129.

EARLY APRIL

Amnesty International published a report on attempts to hush up COVID-19 and other problems
in Turkmenistan130.

MAY 3

It was announced that the Avaza resort would be open for holidays from June 1 to September
15 under a special regime131. Permission to make the trip must be obtained from the migration
service. Hotels will accept only guests vaccinated against COVID-19.

MAY 14

Three Russian and two Chinese vaccines have been supplied to Turkmenistan, it was announced
at a meeting of the emergency commission to tackle the spread of diseases132.

MAY 18

Turkmen.news sources reported two cases of vaccinated citizens suffering cardiac side effects,
and the death shortly after vaccination of an elderly lady who had a weak heart133.
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COMMENTARY

BY CHAIRMAN OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF INDEPENDENT LAWYERS OF TURKMENISTAN

TIMUR MISRIKHANOV
Covering up the truth about coronavirus when it poses
a threat to public health and denying the presence of
the virus in the country are a crime according to the
laws of Turkmenistan.
Citizens of Turkmenistan have the right to obtain
information about events, facts or phenomena that
pose a risk to their lives or health. It is, therefore, the
citizens of Turkmenistan who are the victims of this
crime.
The subject matter of the crime is information about
topics, facts, events, phenomena and processes, the
acts of physical and juridical persons, and the bodies
of the state authorities and administration, that
pose a threat to the life and health of people or the
environment, irrespective of the form in which the
threat or threats are posed.
The object of the crime includes action or inaction
consisting of the concealment or distortion of
information … about events, facts or phenomena
posing a threat to life or public health.
Concealing information is the failure to bring it to the
attention of people who have the right to receive it or
need to receive it, when conveying the information
was obligatory in the legal sense or was essential in
order to influence events, facts or phenomena posing a
threat to life, public health or the environment.
Distorting information is the reporting of incomplete
or inaccurate data, official forecasts and assessments
of facts, events or phenomena posing a threat to what
should be protected.

Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Turkmenistan says:
“Concealing or distorting information … about events, facts,
or phenomena that pose a risk to the life or health of people by
an individual who is obliged to provide such information to the
public is punishable by loss of the right to hold specific posts
or to undertake specific activity for a period up to five years or
a fine between ten to twenty average monthly salaries or by
correctional labor for up to two years.
“The same conduct which causes harm to the health of people
or entails other consequences is punishable by a fine between
fifty and a hundred average monthly salaries or loss of freedom
for up to three years with loss of the right to hold specific posts
or to engage in specific activity for up to three years, or without
such loss.”

Moreover, according to Article 15 of the Public Health Code of
Turkmenistan, every citizen has the right to receive directly or
through their representative, public associations or the mass
media free, objective information about:
• the incidence of disease, epidemiological situation, and
radiation situation, the condition of the environment and its
influence on public health;
• the results of public hygience procedures or other special
actions, health norms, regulations and public hygiene legal
norms. The exception is information that under the laws of
Turkmenistan concerns state, official or commercial secrets.
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Events, facts, or phenomena posing a threat include
natural, manmade or other processes that really could
entail consequences for people and the environment
if they develop unfavourably or without appropriate
measures of control and regulation. In this instance,
the circulation of COVID-19 in Turkmenistan is one such
fact.
Under the law the subject of the crime is the person
obliged to provide the information to the public. In
Turkmenistan the president not only ordered the
relevant officials to conceal information about
coronavirus, he himself denied its presence in the
country.
This behavior by the head of state led to serious
consequences, such as causing grave harm to the health
of citizens (including their death), lengthy transport
delays, interruptions in the work of institutions and
enterprises. All this caused major material damage both
to citizens and the state as a whole.
The laws of Turkmenistan enshrine the right of citizens
to compensation for material and moral damages
to health, including from the state. State servants
perform their functions on behalf of the state, therefore,
responsibility for their actions (or inaction) must rest
with the state.
Bereaved relatives of those who died from coronavirus
have the right to go to court to sue the authorities for
compensation for their misfortune resulting from the
inaction and even, I would say, deliberate criminal
actions of the authorities.
In this case the respondent is the body obliged to
perform the function of protecting the health of the
public. First of all, this is the Ministry of Health. If the
patient died in hospital, then the suit can be brought
against the hospital leadership.

The procedure, quantity, roles, and responsibilities concerning
the provision of information about processes and phenomena
that might pose a danger to human health and the environment
are regulated by other normative acts too:
• Article 42 of the Constitution of Turkmenistan
• The law of Turkmenistan of December 22, 2012 “On the
mass media”
• The law of Turkmenistan of March 2, 2019, №126-VI “On
chemical safety”
• The law of Turkmenistan of August 29, 2013 №56-IV “On
radiation safety”
• The law of Turkmenistan of March 13, 2021 №334-VI “On
advance warning and liquidation of emergencies” and other
legal acts.
In accordance with Article 61 of the Constitution of
Turkmenistan, “Every person has the right to demand through
legal process restitution of material or moral damage, caused to
them by the illegal actions of state bodies, other organizations,
their workers, and also individuals.”
Article 60 of the Constitution says: “Every person has the
right to challenge in court the decisions and actions of state
bodies, public associations, bodies of local administration,
and officials.” This provision is enshrined in criminal and civil
law (Art. 46 of the Criminal Code, Art. 14 of the Civil Code).
Under Article 38 of the Civil Procedural Code, citizens bring
a court action in accordance with the location of the respondent,
i.e. the juridical person who violated their rights. If, for
example, the state body is located in Kopetdag district of the city
of Ashgabat, the suit must be brought in this district’s court.
Citizens of Turkmenistan may also make a complaint to the
UN Human Rights Committee that the country’s authorities
violated their rights and freedoms.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE GOVERNMENT
OF TURKMENISTAN

Officially recognize that COVID-19 is circulating in the country; make public the scale of
the pandemic from the start of 2020 to the present time; disclose data on coronavirus
infections and deaths; give the number of medical workers who caught COVID-19 at work
and died as a result.
Establish the amount of material compensation for bereaved families and pay it within a
short time.
Establish the amount of material support and/or tax breaks for the owners of small and
medium-sized businesses that have suffered as a result of the restrictions during the
pandemic.
Release Nurgeldi Halykov from detention right away, rehabilitate him, and pay
compensation for practically a year of imprisonment on a fabricated charge.
Stop the persecution of civil activists and journalists for their desire to tell the truth
about the COVID-19 pandemic in Turkmenistan.

TO THE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION (WHO)

Stop pandering to the Turkmen government and playing along with them as they
deny the presence of COVID-19, since Turkmenistan’s cover-up of the real virus situation in
the country poses a threat to the whole world.
Demand that the government officially recognize that the pandemic has been circulating
in the country since the start of 2020 up to the present time; demand data on infections
and deaths in Turkmenistan for the global statistical records.
Demand that the president of Turkmenistan immediately and unconditionally release
from prison Nurgeldi Halykov, who received a four-year sentence for sending a photograph
of the WHO experts during their visit to Ashgabat.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

TO FOREIGN
GOVERNMENTS
AND INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Demand that the government of Turkmenistan recognize that the COVID-19 virus is circulating in the country and not refer to other, fabricated causes of the illness and deaths
of citizens.
Demand that Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov hold to account individuals who denied
coronavirus and confused the international community about the circulation of an illness
caused by contagious dust particles from the dried up bed of the Aral Sea.
Demand that the president and government of Turkmenistan stop the practice of concealing accurate information about any events that pose a threat to peoples’ health and
lives, including about pandemics such as the current one; demand that real data about
COVID-19 in Turkmenistan be provided to the WHO and mass media.
Achieve the release from prison and full rehabilitation of Nurgeldi Halykov, sentenced on
a criminal charge for sending a photograph of WHO experts to independent media.
Demand that the leadership of Turkmenistan stop persecuting people for their civil
position of reporting to foreign media the truth about the COVID-19 situation in the
country.

TO INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Give due consideration to applications from the Turkmen government for credits for any
purposes, including preventing COVID-19.
Involve independent Turkmen civil society organizations in assessing such applications
and in preparing objective explanatory notes/reports on the sector for which
Turkmenistan has made a credit application.
Consider applications for COVID-19 related assistance only if the following conditions are
met:
• the provision of a true picture of COVID-19 in the country;
• the release and rehabilitation of Nurgeldi Halykov and payment of compensation
to him.
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A LIST
OF DEATHS FROM COVID-19
CONFIRMED
BY TURKMEN.NEWS
2020 (47 PEOPLE)

MAKSAT AGAEV
an employee
at a private firm in Ashgabat,
he died
IN EARLY JUNE

RANO HASANOVA
the head of the obstetrics and gynecology
department at the Turkmen
State Medical University, she died
IN EARLY JULY

MERET GYLYJOV
a former employee
of the land management department
in the Abadan local administration, he died
IN EARLY JULY

BABAMURAT MUHYYEV
a mathematics teacher
at the Pedagogical Institute in Turkmenabat,
he died
IN EARLY JULY

ANATOLIY RIZAYEV
a teacher
at the Ashgabat medical institute,
he died
IN EARLY JULY

BAHAR KOPEKOVA
a teacher
at the Republican Music School,
she died
IN EARLY JULY
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SAPA GURBANGULYEV
a police major
in Vekilbazar district, Mary region,
he died
ON JULY 3

JUMAGUL BIBITOVA
a family doctor at polyclinic No. 6
in Turkmenabat,
she died
ON JULY 3

BATYR BAYRAMMURADOV
head of the Garry Lukman pharmacy
in Ashgabat,
he died
ON JULY 5

KEMAL UCKUN
the religious affairs adviser
at the Turkish Embassy,
he died
ON JULY 7

YAGSHIGELDI KAKAEV
the Turkmen president’s
oil and gas adviser,
he died
ON JULY 8

GENNADIY ABAKUMOV
owner of the Dostluk cafe in Abadan,

GULYA BABAEVA
a family doctor
at the power station polyclinic in Abadan,
she died
ON JULY 12

CHARYGULY AVLIKULIEV
an employee at Turkmenistan State TV,

YUSUP TOYLYEV
a surgeon at Koneurgench hospital,

he died
ON JULY 13

he died
IN MID-JULY

BAYRAMKLYCH URAZOV
former chairman of the Turkmenistan
State Statistics Committee,
he died
IN MID-JULY

VACHO BUTUNS
a pensioner from Mary,

MARGARITA SENCHENKO
a teacher
at Ashgabat gymnasium No. 27,
she died
IN MID-JULY

he died
IN MID-JULY

he died
ON JULY 9
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ISMAIL JUMAEV
an Honoured Artist of Turkmenistan,

HASAN METKULIEV
head of Farap district, Lebap region,

YEKATERINA GLUKHOVA
a resident of Abadan,

he died
ON JULY 16

he died
ON JULY 18

she died
ON JULY 20

TAMARA KHYDYRKULIEVA
a family doctor
at Ashgabat polyclinic No. 8,
she died
ON JULY 20

SERGEY KAHIMOV
a driver
at the Mary special boarding school,
he died
ON JULY 22

MUHAMMET KESHIKOV
an Honoured Trainer of Turkmenistan,

AHMET MAMENOV
a retired police colonel,

ORAZMURAT BEKMAMMEDOV
owner of the firm Ovadan Ulke,

he died
ON JULY 24

he died
ON JULY 25

IKRAMGULY JUMAGULYEV
a teacher
at Ashgabat agriculture university,
he died
ON JULY 26

OGULGEREK ANNAEVA
a school teacher in Yasmansalyk,

VIKTOR CHERNYAKOV
a pensioner and former employee
of Mary music school,
he died
IN LATE JULY

ELINA GRIGORYANTS
an employee
of the Republican Music School,
she died
IN LATE JULY

she died
ON JULY 26

he died
ON JULY 24
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TACHMURAD RAHIMOV
director of the Hilal firm in Dashoguz,

VALENTINA MASLENNIKOVA
a pensioner from Ashgabat,

he died
IN LATE JULY

she died
ON JULY 31

TAMARA KAMALOVA
a paediatrician
at the Mary maternity hospital,
she died
IN EARLY AUGUST

KURBANMUHAMMED
MUHAMMEDOV
a driver for the OSCE Center in Ashgabat,
he died
ON AUGUST 2

BAYRAM KERBABAEV
the head
of the Medical University’s histology
department, he died
ON AUGUST 8

LARISA KAN
a teacher
at Kindergarten No. 26 in Dashoguz,
she died
ON AUGUST 9

EZIZ ANNAMUHAMEDOV
a teacher at School No. 10 in
Sakarchage district, Mary region,
he died
ON AUGUST 9

ENE KULIEVA
head of the public health awareness
department at the AIDS center in Balkanabat,
she died
ON AUGUST 12

BAYRAMDURDY SAPAROV
a former obstetrician and gynaecologist
in Mary region, he died
in prison colony LB-K/11 in Lebap region
ON AUGUST 14

NURTACH NURMEDOVA
a former employee
of the Ministry of the Textile Industry,
she died
ON AUGUST 17

SONA CHERKEZOVA
an infectious diseases doctor at the
infectious diseases hospital in hoganly,
she died
ON AUGUST 18

RUSTAM HAMIDOV
a surgeon
at the district hospital in Kerki,
he died
IN LATE AUGUST
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ROZUMBAY DOVLETOV
a teacher
at School No. 42 in Akdepe,
he died
ON DECEMBER 7

IMAM AKYEV
an Honoured Tennis Coach
of Turkmenistan,
he died
ON DECEMBER 13

ATABALLY GURBANOV
an anaesthetist from Turkmenbashi,

NARKULY JORAYEV
a resident of Dostluk in Lebap region,

he died
ON DECEMBER 17

he died
ON DECEMBER 21

DOVRAN GARAEV
an operator
at the Dovletabat gas field,
he died
ON DECEMBER 16
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2021 (8 PEOPLE)

HALDURDY GUJUKBAEV
a cardiologist
at the Oncology Center,
he died
ON JANUARY 1

SERGEY LOPUKHOV
a worker in films,
he died
ON JANUARY 7

MARAL MERETLIEVA
a teacher at the Medical University’s
military training department,
she died
ON JANUARY 9

REJEP REJEPOV
an Honoured Artist of Turkmenistan,
he died
ON JANUARY 10

ENEJAN DURDYEVA
an ENT doctor at the medical center
at Ashgabat airport,
she died
ON JANUARY 19

HESEL AMANOVA
a former employee
of the Turkmenistan Women’s Union,
she died
ON JANUARY 28

MALIKNIYAZ HOJANIYAZOV
director
of the Salgym mountaineering club,
he died
ON JANUARY 28

YAZMURAD YAZOV
an infectious diseases doctor
at the military hospital in Dashoguz,
he died
ON FEBRUARY 24
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«Лебапский велаят объявлен карантинной зоной», 1 февраля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/lebap-obyavlen-karantinnoj-zonoj/
«Туркменские авиалинии» отменили полеты в Пекин», 1 февраля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-airlines-pekin/
«Туркменистан закрыл границу с Узбекистаном», 31 января 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-zakryl-granitsu-s-uzbekistanom/
«Лебапский велаят объявлен карантинной зоной», 1 февраля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/lebap-obyavlen-karantinnoj-zonoj/
«Население Туркменистана призывают защищаться от вируса», 4 февраля 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30416421.html
«Полиция оштрафовала жительницу Ашхабада, которая была в маске», 24 февраля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/02/no-panic/
«Бердымухамедов приказал бороться с коронавирусом и контролировать выезжающих за рубеж граждан», 26 февраля 2020 г.
https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/02/coronameasures/
«Руководство Туркменистана впервые официально заявило о коронавирусе, об отсутствии заболевания в стране и закрыло границы», 26 февраля 2020 г.
https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30455618.html
«Бердымухамедов запретил распространение коронавируса в Туркменистане», 26 февраля 2020 г. https://fergana.media/news/115472/
«Туркменистан: Аваза в состоянии карантина», 15 марта 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/business-economy/avaza-karantin/
«После распоряжения президента граждан Туркменистана перестали выпускать из страны», 26 февраля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/02/country-quarantine/
«Туркменские авиалинии» отменили один рейс в Стамбул», 26 февраля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/ashgabat-istanbul-flight/
«В Туркменистане возможно выявлены первые случаи коронавируса», 3 марта 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30466263.html
«Все прибывающие в Туркменистан рейсы перенаправляются в Туркменабат для сдачи теста на коронавирус», 6 марта 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/03/stop-virus/
«Бердымухамедов призвал лечиться от вирусов народными средствами по своей книге», 14 марта 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/03/yuzarlik-vs-coronavirus/
«Из буклетов, которые распространяет Минздрав исчезло упоминание коронавируса», 17 марта 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/03/no-coronavirus-brochure/
«Пока страны ЦА отменяют массовые мероприятия, Туркменистан готовится к субботнику и Новрузу», 17 марта 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/03/v-domike/
«Туркменистан в блокаде. Запрет на внутреннее передвижение коснулся всей страны», 19 марта 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-v-blokade-zapret-na-vnutrennee-peredvizhenie-kosnulsya-vsej-strany/
«В Туркменистане отменили спортивные соревнования и закрыли фитнес-залы», 24 марта 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/03/sporting-events-postponed/
«В Ашхабаде закрыли кафе и рестораны», 24 марта 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-ashhabade-zakryli-kafe-i-restorany/
«В Туркменистане временно действует Положение о передвижении грузов внутри страны», 25 марта 2020 г.
https://turkmenportal.com/blog/26265/v-turkmenistane-vremenno-deistvuet-polozhenie-o-peredvizhenii-gruzov-vnutri-strany
«В Туркменистане продлили школьные каникулы», 30 марта 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-prodlili-shkolnye-kanikuly/
«В Мары берут на учет жителей, вернувшихся из-за границы в ноябре-январе», 31 марта 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/covid19-turkmenistan/
«ООН помогла Туркменистану разработать план борьбы с коронавирусом», 1 апреля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/116664/
«Карантин по-туркменски. Почему изоляция граждан лишь видимость борьбы с COVID-19», 3 апреля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/karantin-turkmenistan-covid/
«США выделили Туркменистану почти $1 млн на борьбу с коронавирусом», 6 апреля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/116817/
«В Ашхабаде ограничили количество гостей на свадьбах и посетителей кафе», 8 апреля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/04/guests-limit/
«Ограничение на передвижение в Туркменистане в качестве борьбы с коронавирусом толкает население на поиски обходных путей», 9 апреля 2020 г.
https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30542480.html
«Информация о COVID-19», 16 апреля 2020 г. https://tm.usembassy.gov/ru/covid-19-information-ru/
«Р. Мередов: “Мы ничего не скрываем, мы открыты”», 22 апреля 2020 г. https://arzuw.news/r-meredov-my-nichego-ne-skryvaem-my-otkryty
«Эксперты ВОЗ посетят Таджикистан и Туркменистан, где официально нет коронавируса», 23 апреля 2020 г. https://kun.uz/ru/46944482
«В Туркменистане больных коронавирусом спрячут от миссии ВОЗ в отдаленных больницах», 27 апреля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/04/cover-up/
«Куда делись пациенты карантина? Туркменистан готовится к визиту миссии ВОЗ», 28 апреля 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30580808.html
«В Туркменбаши ввели продуктовые карточки. Растет число безработных», 10 июня 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/food-stamps-turkmenistan/
«Миссия ВОЗ не получила приглашения из Туркменистана и отправляется в Таджикистан», 3 мая 2020 г. http://www.gundogar.org/?022500000000000000011062020050000#19264
«Туркменистан не пускает экспертов ВОЗ для изучения ситуации с COVID-19», 5 мая 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30593648.html
«В Ашхабаде участились похороны, областных пациентов с COVID-19 везут в столицу», 12 мая 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30607418.html
«У Ашхабада появились палатки, где замеряют температуру у въезжающих в город», 21 мая 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/05/ashgabat-entry-tests/
«В Дашогузе запретили лов рыбы», 25 мая 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-dashoguze-zapretili-lov-ryby/
«Жителям Туркменбаши запретили кататься на лодках и купаться на Каспии», 12 мая 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/05/sea-restricted/
«Жители туркменского приморья в бедственном положении из-за запрета на рыболовство «в связи с COVID-19», 30 марта 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/news/no-fishing/
«США поддерживает меры Туркменистана по профилактике COVID-19», 1 июня 2020 г.
https://tm.usembassy.gov/ru/the-u-s-supports-turkmenistans-response-to-covid-19-prevention-efforts-by-providing-additional-funding-for-infection-prevention-and-risk-communicati-ru/
«Посол РФ: «По официальным данным в Туркменистане нет коронавируса, и мы по косвенным признакам это видим»», 11 июня 2020 г.
https://turkmenportal.com/blog/28099/posol-rf-po-oficialnym-dannym-v-turkmenistane-net-koronavirusa-i-my-po-kosvennym-priznakam-eto-vidim
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«Письмо посла России в Туркменистане А.В. Блохина главному редактору «Независимой газеты» К.В. Ремчукову», 18 июня 2020 г. https://www.ng.ru/cis/2020-06-18/100_200618letter.html
«В Ашхабаде состоялся брифинг на тему «Обзор текущей ситуации по противодействию пандемии коронавирусной инфекции», 19 июня 2020 г. https://www.mfa.gov.tm/ru/news/2097
«Health Alert: U.S. Embassy Ashgabat, Turkmenistan», 23 июня 2020 г. https://tm.usembassy.gov/health-alert-u-s-embassy-ashgabat-turkmenistan-june-23-2020/
«Сообщение для СМИ», 24 июня 2020 г. https://www.mfa.gov.tm/ru/news/2104
«В Туркменистане умирают от пневмонии. Власти о коронавирусе молчат», 4 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-umirayut-ot-pnevmonii-vlasti-o-koronaviruse-molchat/
«В Туркменистане умирают от пневмонии. Власти о коронавирусе молчат», 4 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-umirayut-ot-pnevmonii-vlasti-o-koronaviruse-molchat/
«Заберите меня отсюда, иначе меня убьют!» Почему туркменский полицейский умер вскоре после разговора с женой», 1 сентября 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/zaberite-menya-otsyuda-inache-menya-ubyut-pochemu-turkmenskij-politsejskij-umer-vskore-posle-razgovora-s-zhenoj/
«Interview with Dr Catherine Smallwood, Senior Emergency Officer, WHO Regional Office for Europe, and WHO COVID-19 mission lead to Turkmenistan», 5 июня 2020 г.
https://turkmenistan.un.org/en/52046-interview-dr-catherine-smallwood-senior-emergency-officer-who-regional-office-europe-and-who
«В Ашхабаде работников полиции обязали надевать маски», 8 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/v-ashhabade-rabotnikov-gai-obyazali-nadevat-maski-v-dashoguze-defitsit-antiseptikov/
«Кабмин и президент Туркменистана ушли в отпуск сразу после приезда миссии ВОЗ», 7 июля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/119876/
«Туркмения закупит в России противовирусные препараты», 9 июля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/119943/
«Университет нефти и газа в Ашхабаде будет носить имя умершего от коронавируса Ягшигельды Какаева», 13 февраля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/kakaev/
«В Ашхабаде от пневмонии скончался турецкий дипломат», 8 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/v-ashhabade-ot-pnevmonii-skonchalsya-turetskij-diplomat/
«Он говорил, что его легкие горят». Вдова турецкого дипломата об обстоятельствах смерти ее мужа от COVID-19 в Туркменистане», 5 января 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/turkish-diplomat-death-details-interview-turkmenistan/
«МИД Туркменистана распространил пресс-релиз по противодействию COVID-19», 8 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmenportal.com/blog/28706/mid-turkmenistana-rasprostranil-pressreliz-po-protivodeistviyu-covid19
«Члены миссии ВОЗ в Ашхабаде. Фотография», 12 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/chleny-missii-voz-v-ashhabade-fotografiya/
«Жителя Ашхабада осудили на 4 года за репост фотографии с представителями ВОЗ», 14 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/human-rights/turkmenistan-arrest-civil-activist/
«В Туркменистане введен масочный режим, закрыта «Толкучка», ТЦ «Беркарар», 13 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-vveden-masochnyj-rezhim-zakryta-tolkuchka-berkarar/
«ВОЗ: Правительству Туркменистана надо вести себя так, словно коронавирус уже в стране», 15 июля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/07/who-briefing/
«Для защиты от инфекций Туркменистан задействовал авиацию», 15 июля 2020 г. https://orient.tm/dlya-zashhity-ot-infekcij-turkmenistan-zadejstvoval-aviaciju/
«В Туркмении с 16 июля отменили движение поездов», 14 июля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/120080/
«В Туркменистане возобновится междугороднее автобусное сообщение», 31 марта 2021 г.
https://arzuw.news/v-turkmenistane-vozobnovitsja-mezhdugorodnee-avtobusnoe-soobshhenie
«В Туркмении временно закрыли церкви, мечети и мусульманские святыни», 16 июля 2020 г. https://ria.ru/20200716/1574428618.html
«Дашогуз: Потребность в лекарствах и наличке пересиливает страх перед COVID-19», 14 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/dashoguz-potrebnost-v-lekarstvah-i-nalichke-peresilivaet-strah-pered-covid-19/
«Скончался хяким Фарабского этрапа Хасан Меткулиев», 20 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/skonchalsya-hyakim-farabskogo-etrapa-hasan-metkuliev/
«Туркменистан ограничит работу предприятий сервиса и общепита для профилактики заболеваний», 20 июля 2020 г.
https://orient.tm/turkmenistan-ogranichit-rabotu-predpriyatij-servisa-i-obshhepita-dlya-profilaktiki-zabolevanij/
«Балканабад: Белые палатки как признак роста смертности населения», 23 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/balkanabad-belye-palatki-kak-priznak-rosta-smertnosti/
«Туркменистан: Компании Петронас и CNPC закрылись на карантин», 23 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-kompanii-petronas-i-cnpc-zakrylis-na-karantin/
«Граждан Туркменистана призвали мыть руки и носить маски во избежание кишечных инфекций», 23 июля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/120439/
«В Туркменистане люди массово гибнут от COVID-19», 24 июля 2020 г. https://acca.media/v-turkmenistane-lyudi-massovo-gibnut-ot-covid-19/
«Могилы должны быть плоскими». Новое требование к захоронениям в Туркменистане на фоне роста смертности», 29 июля 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30754776.html
«Ашхабад: Клиники перепрофилируют для приема пациентов с пневмонией», 27 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/ashhabad-kliniki-pereprofiliruyut-dlya-priema-patsientov-s-pnevmoniej/
«Дышите не дышите. С больных пневмонией требуют $56 в день за подключение к аппарату ИВЛ», 28 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/dyshite-ne-dyshite-s-bolnyh-pnevmoniej-trebuyut-56-v-den-za-podklyuchenie-k-apparatu-ivl/
«Стадион Копетдаг закрыт на карантин из-за смерти сотрудника», 29 июля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/07/stadion-kopetdag-zakryt-na-karantin/
«В Мары создают новые COVID-центры, в Ашхабаде умирают врачи», 19 августа 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/new-covid-turkmenistan/
«Туркменистан: От коронавируса скончался водитель Центра ОБСЕ», 8 августа 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-ot-koronavirusa-skonchalsya-voditel-tsentra-obse/
«В Туркменистане тела скончавшихся от «пневмонии» выдают в пластиковых мешках и требуют хоронить их не вскрывая», 2 августа 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/08/body-bags/
«Туркменистан: Медикам угрожают аннулированием дипломов за отказ от работы с ковид-пациентами», 4 августа 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-medikam-ugrozhayut-annulirovaniem-diplomov-za-otkaz-ot-raboty-s-kovid-patsientami/
«Бердымухамедов позволил ВОЗ провести в Туркмении независимое тестирование на COVID-19», 8 августа 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/120785/
«Коронавирус добрался и до туркменских тюрем», 24 августа 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/koronavirus-dobralsya-i-do-turkmenskih-tyurem/
«Дашогуз: Дети придут в школу 1 сентября с санитарными сумками», 17 августа 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/dashoguz-deti-pridut-v-shkolu-1-sentyabrya-s-sanitarnymi-sumkami/
«В Туркменистане требуют расписки о соблюдении дистанции и ношении масок», 17 августа 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-trebuyut-raspiski-o-soblyudenii-distantsii-i-noshenii-masok/
«В Туркмении будут сажать в тюрьму уклоняющихся от лечения опасных инфекций», 7 сентября 2020 г. https://www.interfax.ru/world/724814
«Туркменистан организует вывозные рейсы», 20 августа 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-organizuet-vyvoznye-rejsy/
«Туркменский самолет прилетел в Мюнхен за врачами», 7 января 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/news/german-doctors-visit-ashgabat-2021/
«Между жизнью и смертью. Переболевший COVID-19 рассказывает о своем опыте», 31 августа 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/opinion/mezhdu-zhiznyu-i-smertyu-perebolevshij-covid-19-rasskazyvaet-o-svoem-opyte/
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«Туркменистан: Стартовал новый учебный год. Обучение по карантинным правилам», 1 сентября 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-startoval-novyj-uchebnyj-god-obuchenie-po-karantinnym-pravilam/
«Ашхабад: С родителей школьников берут «противоэпидемические» расписки», 14 сентября 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/ashhabad-s-roditelej-shkolnikov-berut-protivoepidemicheskie-raspiski/
«Мары: Людям без масок угрожают 15 сутками и отправкой на хлопок», 10 сентября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/no-face-mask-pick-cotton-turkmenistan/
«В Туркменистане создадут научный центр по минимизации влияния Аральского кризиса», 14 сентября 2020 г.
https://orient.tm/v-turkmenistane-sozdadut-nauchnyj-centr-po-minimizacii-vliyaniya-aralskogo-krizisa/
«Туркменистан: Продление карантина загоняет бизнес в подполье», 16 сентября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmenistan-prodlenie-karantina-zagonyaet-biznes-v-podpole/
«Коронавирус с доставкой в постель. Туркменские больницы превратились в базары», 18 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/covid-delivered-turkmenistan/
«Неделя в Туркменистане: Борьба женщин за водительские права и «полупризнание» COVID-19», 26 сентября 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/opinion/nedelya-v-turkmenistane-borba-zhenshhin-za-voditelskie-prava-i-polupriznanie-covid-19/
«В Туркменистане в 15-17 раз завышают цену авиабилетов на внутренние рейсы», 12 октября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/korrupsiya-turkmen-avialinii/
«В Дашогузской женской колонии вспышка коронавируса», 16 октября 2020 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/30896284.html
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«Власти Туркменистана отчитались о борьбе с коронавирусом», 21 октября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/soveshanie-coronavirus/
«Коронабизнес. Как в Туркменистане делают деньги на ограничительных мерах», 26 октября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/coronabusiness-in-turkmenistan/
«Жители Ашхабада спешат провести свадьбы и поминки в ожидании полного локдауна», 27 октября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/wait-lockdown-turkmenistan/
«В двух больницах Ашхабада находятся 22 человека с COVID-19», 2 ноября 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/11/22-covid-cases/
«Срок карантина для прибывших в Туркменистан из-за рубежа увеличили до 21 дня», 4 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/covid-karantin/
«В Туркменистане созданы комиссии по пропуску граждан из региона в регион», 6 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/regional-travel-limitations-turkmen/
«Президент Туркменистана рассказал об успехах в борьбе с COVID-19», 15 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/covid-arkadag/
«Гражданам Туркменистана старше 50 лет запретили перемещаться между регионами», 23 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/50-years-old-turkmenistan/
«Бердымухамедов открыл мечеть в Балканабаде и дал садака без маски», 26 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/balkanabad-arkadag-mechet/
«Свободный от вируса» Туркменистан намерен вступить в программу распределения вакцин от COVID-19», 23 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/covid-covax-turkmenistan/
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«25-летие нейтралитета Туркменистана отпразднуют без зрителей», 25 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/turkmenistan-neytralitet-covid/
«Цыплят по осени считают. В Туркменистане вторая волна коронавируса», 12 января 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/spotlight/turkmenistan-second-wave-covid/
«В Мары студентов отправили в карантинный лагерь, а людей старше 50 лет просят не покидать дома», 27 ноября 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/turkmen-students-quarantine/
«В Дашогузском велаяте от коронавируса умер учитель, в Ашхабаде снова развернули ковид-стационар», 8 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/second-wave-covid-turkmenistan/
«В Ашхабаде отменили новогодние утренники у главной елки страны», 3 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/new-year-ashabad/
«Студентов и учеников интернатов в Туркменистане не отпустят домой на каникулы», 16 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/turkmenistan-internat-new-year/
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«Посол Великобритании в Туркменистане заразился COVID-19», 16 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/uk-ambassador-turkmenistan-covid/
«Вдова умершего от COVID-19 в Туркменистане турецкого дипломата подала жалобу на чиновников», 16 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/kemal-uckun-coronavirus-turkmenistan/
«Он говорил, что его легкие горят». Вдова турецкого дипломата об обстоятельствах смерти ее мужа от COVID-19 в Туркменистане», 5 января 2021 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/turkish-diplomat-death-details-interview-turkmenistan/
«Туркменистан зарегистрировал российскую вакцину «Спутник V»», 18 января 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/vaccine-turkmenistan/
«Минздрав Туркменистана отчитался о готовности к транспортировке «Спутника V» и обсудил перспективы солодки», 20 января 2021 г.
https://turkmen.news/lenta/turkmenistan-sputnik-solodka/
«Бердымухамедов пообещал привить прибывающих в Туркменистан иностранных спортсменов», 21 января 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/vakcina-sport-turkmenistan/
«Туркменистан зарегистрировал вакцину «Эпиваккорона»», 29 января 2021 г. https://tass.ru/obschestvo/10581473
«У прибывающих в Туркменистан иностранцев будут требовать справки о прививках от COVID-19», 29 января 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/covid-19-privivki-spravki-turkmenistan/
«В Туркменистане для вакцинации от коронавируса требуют оформлять медицинскую карту», 2 февраля 2021 г. https://rus.azathabar.com/a/31081916.html
«В Ашхабаде начали вакцинировать от COVID-19 граждан моложе 70 лет», 23 марта 2021 г. https://turkmen.news/lenta/covid-19-turkmenistan-vakcina-pensionery/
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«Члены миссии ВОЗ в Ашхабаде. Фотография», 12 июля 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/news/chleny-missii-voz-v-ashhabade-fotografiya/
«Жителя Ашхабада осудили на 4 года за репост фотографии с представителями ВОЗ», 14 декабря 2020 г. https://turkmen.news/human-rights/turkmenistan-arrest-civil-activist/
«В Туркменистане введен масочный режим, закрыта «Толкучка», ТЦ «Беркарар», 13 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/v-turkmenistane-vveden-masochnyj-rezhim-zakryta-tolkuchka-berkarar/
«ВОЗ: Правительству Туркменистана надо вести себя так, словно коронавирус уже в стране», 15 июля 2020 г. https://www.hronikatm.com/2020/07/who-briefing/
«Для защиты от инфекций Туркменистан задействовал авиацию», 15 июля 2020 г. https://orient.tm/dlya-zashhity-ot-infekcij-turkmenistan-zadejstvoval-aviaciju/
«В Туркмении с 16 июля отменили движение поездов», 14 июля 2020 г. https://fergana.plus/news/120080/
«В Туркменистане возобновится междугороднее автобусное сообщение», 31 марта 2021 г.
https://arzuw.news/v-turkmenistane-vozobnovitsja-mezhdugorodnee-avtobusnoe-soobshhenie
«В Туркмении временно закрыли церкви, мечети и мусульманские святыни», 16 июля 2020 г. https://ria.ru/20200716/1574428618.html
«Дашогуз: Потребность в лекарствах и наличке пересиливает страх перед COVID-19», 14 июля 2020 г.
https://turkmen.news/news/dashoguz-potrebnost-v-lekarstvah-i-nalichke-peresilivaet-strah-pered-covid-19/
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